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SONOMA COUNTY » HOUSING PERMITS UP

New homes on horizon
‘Lost decade’ for
builders over,
but activity still
below average
By ROBERT DIGITALE
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fter a long dry spell,
Sonoma County builders
last year created the largest number of new single-family
homes in almost a decade.
In 2016, county and city governments issued permits for
581 single-family homes, according to the California Homebuilding Foundation in Sacramento.
The last time more homes were
built here was in 2007, when
904 permits were issued. Last
year’s permit total was 236.
The construction industry
remains a major employer and
a significant contributor to the
county economy in that way.
In recent years, business and
civic leaders have also looked
to builders to help address a
housing shortage they say is
so dire it threatens to become a
drag on the economic health of
the region.
From that perspective, builders and others said the current
level of construction activity
remains well below average.
And there are few reasons to
expect it to increase dramatically anytime soon.
“There’s still headwinds out
there for private builders and
developers,” said Keith Chris-
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President Donald Trump’s
move to make good on campaign
promises to boost the energy industry drew protests Thursday
from environmentalists and
public officials over his anticipated bid to allow new offshore
oil drilling in the Atlantic, Arctic and Pacific oceans, including
California’s North Coast.
The president’s executive order, expected today, will call for
a review of the government’s
five-year oil and natural gas
drilling plan, potentially reversing protections set by former
President Barack Obama and
challenging California’s four
decades of nearly unanimous
opposition to oil drilling.
The abrupt turnabout on a
cornerstone energy policy will
set off a legal and political battle
that could stall any new energy
development for years, experts
said.
But the prospect triggered
concern from coast to coast and
even in Sonoma County, where
the ocean is protected by a marine sanctuary that prohibits oil
exploration.
The order would mark the
first time in 35 years that California has been a target for off-
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PAINTING THE TOWNHOUSE: Jaime Martinez Lopez paints trim on a townhouse at Village Walk in Cotati on
Thursday, which is one of 46 townhomes and single-family homes built by Synergy Communities.

SINGLE-FAMILY HOME PERMITS IN SONOMA COUNTY
The most permits since 2007 were issued in 2016. Officials say building has increased as home prices rebound.
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Trump’s shifting NAFTA stance confuses leaders
TRADE POLICY » White House
retreat comes after campaign
promises to withdraw from deal
By BINYAMIN APPELBAUM
AND GLENN THRUSH
NEW YORK TIMES

WASHINGTON — For much of Wednesday, the Trump administration played hardball, spreading word that it was considering
the shocking step of withdrawing from the
North American Free Trade Agreement.
Advisers to President Donald Trump said
he wanted to announce an executive order
beginning the process of withdrawing from
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Some wary that Trump
move could bring offshore
rigs to North Coast
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ithin 48 hours of putting it on the market,
the seller’s agents
were overwhelmed with over
160 phone and email inquiries.
The deluge of queries wasn’t
from hopeful theater-goers
chasing a rare “Hamilton”
ticket. Rather, prospective
homebuyers a few weeks ago
were seeking the chance to snag
one new subsidized townhouse
near the SMART train station
in Cotati.
After a notice of the two-bedroom, two-bath unit went live
on the area’s multiple listing
service, the sales agents received so many calls they had

President Donald Trump
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know, shock to the system, we will
the deal at a Saturday evening rally INSIDE
renegotiate,” Trump told reporters
marking his 100th day in office. The Most benefits of
at the White House. He added that
rally is being held in Harrisburg, Trump tax plan
he was still ready to pull the United
Pennsylvania — in the heart of a would go to the
States out of the deal if he could not
region where many people regard rich / B1
rework it to his satisfaction.
NAFTA as a dirty word.
White House officials quickly portrayed
But by the end of the night, the White
House was in full retreat after the news the confusion as a vindication of Trump’s
caused panic in Washington, Ottawa and management style and said he had succeedMexico City. The president of Mexico and ed in bringing Mexico and Canada to the
the prime minister of Canada both called negotiating table — casting it as a signal
Trump to warn against such a precipitous accomplishment for a president hungry
step. Trump said Thursday morning that he for victories. But Democrats just as swiftly
had been persuaded by their calls to focus on dismissed the events as another example of
what they call Trump’s feral and feckless
reworking the trade agreement.
“I decided rather than terminating
NAFTA, which would be a pretty big, you
TURN TO NAFTA » PAGE A9
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REBUILDING THE TRACK: Lake County high
school mountain bikers, supporters recreate
course destroyed by fire before series. / C1

Breitbart
looks to
expand
By KEVIN SULLIVAN
AND JAMES MCAULEY
WASHINGTON POST

LONDON — Nigel Farage
raised a sudsy toast.
The
British
government
had just formally triggered its
“Brexit” from the European
Union and Farage, the rightwing politician who had long
championed it, hoisted a pint
of beer, looked into the camera,
and thanked the Americans he
credited with helping make it
happen.
“Well done, Bannon. Well
done, Breitbart — you’ve helped
with this hugely,” Farage said
in a video toast tweeted last
month to his 781,000 followers,
thanking Stephen Bannon and
Breitbart News, which Bannon
ran before he left to become
President Donald Trump’s adviser.
Breitbart, which has risen in
prominence with Trump’s elec-
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